SCL-210
Born, Raised, & Built in Iowa

Sub-Compact
Articulating
Loader Series

BORN, RAISED, & BUILT IN IOWA
Richway introduces their own sub-compact articulating loader, the SCL-210. Designed for landscape,
turf, agriculture, and construction professionals, the SCL-210 was created to give you a rugged
machine with versatility to match. The small footprint gives easy access for tighter jobs, yet with a
24.8HP Kubota diesel engine it packs plenty of power to get done what you need. Plus with a "mini
universal" style quick attach plate and 12 GPM of auxiliary hydraulic flow, the SCL-210 can utilize an
enormous number of tools, giving you enormous flexibility.

LIGHT WEIGHT

VERSATILE

Easy to transport for DYI weekend warriors

Works with most mini skid steer attachments

COMPACT

TURF FREINDLY

Flexibility to work in small space

Low impact on lawns and landscapes

Richway Industries Ltd.
www.richway.com 800-553-2404
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How do you get a big impact and low impact at the same time? With Richway's SCL-210 sub
compact loader. Its lightweight, turf friendly design coupled with it's excellent power to weight ratio
and versatility means that you can have a big impact on your productivity while keeping a low
impact on your jobsite.

SPECIFICATIONS

(WITHOUT OPTIONAL COUNTER WEIGHT)

Ergonomic machine control layout
keeps everything at your fingertips

Tipping Load (Straight):

1650 lbs

Breakout Force - Lift:

1640 lbs

Breakout Force - Tilt:

2450 lbs

Maximum Hinge Pin Height:

Up to 12 GPM of class leading
auxiliary flow and 250 psi

Suspension seat standard for
all day comfort

Greaseless bushings used in
multiple hinge points means lower
maintenance
Innovative hydraulic oil reservoir only
requires two gallons of oil

85.3 in

Operating Weight:

3120 lbs

Articulated Tipping Weight:

1100lbs

Rated Operating Capacity:

50% of tipping load
8 mph

Travel Speed:
Engine Horsepower:

24.8HP Kubota Diesel

Cab Height:

83 in

Width without attachments:

42 in

Standard Bucket Width:

44 in
97.4 in

Length without Attachments:
Length with Standard Bucket:

124 in

Articulation Angle:

Industry first - hydraulic actuated mini
universal style attachment plate (Coming 2022)

33

Minimum Ground Clearance:
Fuel Tank Capacity:

5.8 in
7 gallons

2" hitch receiver standard

OPTIONS COMING:
Tele Boom
Enclosed Cab
Hydraulic Actuated Mini Style
Attachment Plate

Rugged heavy duty all
steel body construction

(Coming 2022)

Rigid articulation joint for smooth
turning and low maintenance

Rear steer design is better for tight and
confined spaces

GETS ALONG EASILY

Small size and lightweight class machine allows
easy transport for contractors or homeowners
alike

SMOOTH OPERATOR

Articulated steering design is ideal for
landscaping and turf projects minimizing wear
and tear on sensitive surfaces

SMALL DOG, BIG BITE

With the ability to utilize most mini universal
style attachments , and up to 2400 lbs of lifting
capacity (with optional counterweights), the
SCL-210 provides big capability in a small
package

HAS HIGH STANDARDS

More value with more standard features
including suspension seat, 2" hitch receiver,
and traction control, just to name a few

